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Distribution gridResidential photovoltaic (PV) technology is expected to have mass global deployment. With widespread
PV in the electricity distribution grids, the variable nature of the solar resource must be understood to
facilitate reliable operation. This research demonstrates that synthetic, 1-min resolution irradiance time
series that vary on a spatial dimension can be generated based on the following inputs: mean hourly
meteorological observations of okta, wind speed, cloud height and atmospheric pressure.
The synthetic time series temporally validate against observed 1-min irradiance data for four loca-
tions—Cambourne, UK; Lerwick, UK; San Diego, CA USA; and Oahu, HI USA—when analysing 4 metrics
of variability indices, ramp-rate size, irradiance magnitude frequency and clear-sky index frequency.
Each metric is calculated for the modelled and observed data at each location and CDF profile correlation
compared as well as applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K–S) test with 99% confidence limits. CDF cor-
relation coefficients of each metric are all above RP 0:908, and a minimum of 90:96% of daily irradiance
time series passed the K–S test. A spatial validation was performed comparing the model outputs to real
observation data. The spatial correlation coefficient regression with site separation was successfully
recreated with MAPE = 0:865%, RMSE = 0:01 and R ¼ 0:955. The spatial instantaneous correlation was
shown to behave anisotropically when using fixed cloud direction, with different correlation in along
and cross wind directions. Cloud cover states of 40–60% showed the most spatial decorrelation while
0% and 100% had the least.
The model outputs are applied to a distribution grid impact model using the IEEE-8500 node test fee-
der. PV scenarios of 25%;50%, and 75% uptake were modelled across a 1:5 1:5 km grid. The magnitude
and frequency of severe tap changing events are found to be significantly higher when using a single irra-
diance time series for all PV systems versus individually assigning spatially decorrelating time series.
 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
1.1. Irradiance variability and correlation
It is well established that the solar resource is highly variable.
The degree of variability is dependent on the time resolution at
which it is observed (Lave and Kleissl, 2010; Perez et al., 2011).
Irradiance fluctuations occur at the sub-second level all the wayup to slow, monthly changes. The variability significantly increases
with increasing time resolution. Copious research demonstrates
that PV arrays respond to instantaneous radiation fluctuations
caused by passing clouds (Suehrcke and McCormick, 1989), cloud
dynamics, atmospheric losses (Calinoiu et al., 2014), and the trans-
portation of airborne pollutants (Vindel and Polo, 2014). This rapid
variability can seriously affect power generation from PV (Marcos
et al., 2011). Sayeef et al. (2012) performed a thorough exploration
of the solar intermittency challenge and described it as a funda-
mental barrier to the uptake of large-scale solar power in Australia
and around the world. They state that there is surprisingly very lit-
tle real-world data on how solar intermittency affects electricity
networks. One limitation on variability studies is data quality.
Using real radiation observation data places too much reliance on
data availability; these datasets are often plagued with gaps,
Nomenclature
Abbreviations
BADC British Atmospheric Data Centre
C/PDF cumulative/probability density function
CEE cloud edge enhancement
DNO distribution network operator
GHI global horizontal irradiance
IF irradiance frequency metric
K–S Kolmoorov–Smirnov test
KSI clear-sky index metric
LV low voltage
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
PV photovoltaic
QCLCD quality controlled local clim. data
RR ramp rate metric
UCSD University of California, San Diego
VI variability index metric
WRMC- World Radiation Monitoring Centre—
BSRN Baseline Surface Radiation Network
Variables
Bi Boolean matrix indicating cloud cover
C cloud coverage fraction ðC=10Þ
Ct target cloud coverage fraction ðC=10Þ
d distance from property to cloud (m)
G global horizontal irradiance (Wm2)
Gcs global clear-sky irradiance (Wm2)
i iterative time-step
ia iteration value
kc clear-sky index
Kc vector containing kc values
M total number of PB systems adopted
N total number of load points available in LV circuit
Nðl;rÞ norm-rand distribution (mean, std. dev)
PVP PV penetration (%)
r radius of cloud (m)
R random variate between 0 and 1
u cloud movement speed (ms1)
x0; y0 rotated Cartesian coordinate (m)
x; y; z Cartesian coordinates or property (m)
xc; yc Cartesian coordinates of cloud centre (m)
X;Y dimensions of spatial domain (m)
XC ;YC dimensions of cloud sample (m)
h cloud direction angle ()
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(Kumar et al., 2013). Whilst methods exist to fill these gaps so as
to not over or underestimate the realistic variability of irradiance
(Moreno-Tejera et al., 2016), datasets are geographically sparse.
There is obvious use for a methodology that could synthetically
generate time series for spatio-temporal PV modelling
applications.
Much research exists that explores the nature of the variable
solar resource including its spatial correlation across varying dis-
tances and its time scale characteristics (Widen, 2015; Perez
et al., 2011; Gueymard and Wilcox, 2011; Wiemken et al., 2001;
Beyer et al., 1991; Gafurov et al., 2015; Perez and Fthenakis,
2015; Hoff and Perez, 2010; Lave et al., 2012). Further research
explores the spatial anisotropic nature of solar irradiance as a func-
tion of cloud speed, size and motion (Hinkelman, 2013; Arias-
Castro et al., 2014; Perez and Fthenakis, 2015). Solar variability
cannot be considered as purely isotropic (Hinkelman, 2013; Lave
and Kleissl, 2013), as is often assumed in previous research
(Otani et al., 1997). The cloud dynamic is the predominant driver
of anisotropy. The direction, speed and size of the clouds determine
the correlation between sites. Smaller clouds cause a lower corre-
lation between sites, except with sites directly along the direction
of cloud motion. Sites in the crosswind direction do not correlate
strongly until the cloud size significantly increases (Hinkelman,
2013). For different climatology, such as in the spatio-temporal
variability study by Glasbey et al. (2001) where larger synoptic
weather systems are dominant, the correlation in the crosswind
is greater. The time scale of observations also make a huge impact
on the correlation; the shorter the time scale, the faster the decline
in correlation (Inman et al., 2013).
The spatial correlation of solar variability due to presence of
cloud is highly dependent on the geographic separation between
sites. A geographical smoothing effect plays a role in tempering
the disruption caused by dramatic ramping events from clouds
(Marcos et al., 2012; Lave and Kleissl, 2010; Suehrcke and
McCormick, 1989; Otani et al., 1997; Wiemken et al., 2001;
Curtright and Apt, 2008; Lave et al., 2012). This smoothing can
be exploited to minimise high frequency variability by increasing
the geographic dispersion between sites (Lave and Kleissl, 2010;Perez and Fthenakis, 2015; Arias-Castro et al., 2014; Lave et al.,
2015). Geographic dispersion benefits utility-scale PV power plants
and residential PV by reducing the effect of ramps due to the
reduced correlation between sites (Arias-Castro et al., 2014). Utility
scale PV plants can be planned considering geographic dispersion,
by contrast, the uptake location of distributed PV generation is lar-
gely unplanned as it is determined by the consumer. However,
fluctuations can adversely impact both utility and residential scale
PV systems (Marcos et al., 2016). Therefore, it is important to have
a thorough understanding of the spatial correlation of solar irradi-
ance variability.
When considering a single site, irradiance time series can be
synthetically generated (Bright et al., 2015; Larraneta et al.,
2015; Morf, 2013; Ngoko et al., 2014). Methodologies that synthet-
ically generate spatially correlating irradiance time series, how-
ever, are much less prevalent. The wavelet variability model is a
spatio-temporal methodology by Lave et al. (2013) and Lave and
Kleissl (2013) that produces spatially decorrelating irradiance time
series from a single point sensor irradiance input and a daily corre-
lation scaling coefficient derived as a function of cloud speed. An
alternative approach is presented by Marcos et al. (2016) that
can simulate spatial decorrelation of irradiance time series from
1 year of 1 s irradiance data from 6 sites dispersed over
1100 km2. Both of these models are upscaling techniques, whereby
they are not able to simulate distributed irradiance data. Rather,
they are only able to consider the correlations of such data in order
to derive the aggregated PV power output. The presented method-
ology in this paper, however, can be used to simulate unique and
decorrelating distributed PV power output time series. Gafurov
et al. (2015) states that currently, there are no known methods
for integration of spatial correlation of solar radiation into syn-
thetic data by using reduced and easily available inputs.
1.2. Grid impacts from distributed generation
Power output from PV can contain variations on short time
scales due to high frequency irradiance fluctuations caused by
passing clouds. These power ramps can cause voltage fluctuations
and flicker, voltage rise, reverse power flow and phase imbalance
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that can trigger automated line equipment installed on the distri-
bution feeders such as tap changers, potentially causing voltage
quality permissibility limit violation (Yan et al., 2014; Nguyen
et al., 2016). It is possible to employ responsive control strategies
(Mokhtari et al., 2013) with batteries, electric vehicles, or dynamic
inverter applications that could match the ramping up or down at
the same high frequencies across different phases (Caldon et al.,
2014; Segui-Chilet et al., 2007); these services can be costly. It is
common to see a single PV generation time series used for many
properties within in grid impact related studies (Thomson and
Infield, 2007), this can overestimate the number on load tap chan-
ger (OLTC) operations by up to 260% from the resultant power
ramp rates and magnitudes, ignoring the geographic smoothing
(Nguyen et al., 2016; Lave et al., 2015).
The primary grid impact concern of this research is to look at
voltage quality within a low voltage (LV) grid network. The Distri-
bution Network Operators (DNOs) provide each house with a valid
voltage at all times. When a load is connected to the grid, a voltage
drop occurs. Contrastingly, when electricity generation is delivered
to the grid, the voltage at that location rises. DNOs are charged
with maintaining the power at a voltage within a certain limits
with all loads and generations considered (Hernandez et al.,
2012). Typically, voltage deviations are permissible at 10% of
the nominal voltage worldwide. The EN50160 standard exists for
all EU members to maintain voltage within 10% of the nominal
voltage for 95% of the time; some EU countries apply stricter limits
(Widen et al., 2010; Fekete et al., 2012). OLTC equipped transform-
ers are used in traditional distribution systems to control the net-
work voltage magnitude and maintain it within permissible limits
(Carvalho et al., 2008).
Perhaps one of the most relevant pieces of research to date
comes from Nguyen et al. (2016) who explore the impact of very
high penetrations of PV into the distribution network. They con-
clude that the use of a single irradiance time series for a large area
versus multiple time series across that same area results in overes-
timation of the voltage volatility or deviation, as well as the num-
ber of tap operations and power ramp magnitudes. Multiple PV
generation inputs are therefore a requirement for greater accuracy
in grid modelling. High frequency 30-s irradiance data are gener-
ated by Nguyen et al. (2016) using sky imaging to achieve a greater
understanding of the voltage flow. Other research misses the
impact of variability due to employing 1-h resolution irradiance
data (Caldon et al., 2014; Widen et al., 2010; Paatero and Lund,
2007; Mouheb et al., 2012). The impact of irradiance data’s tempo-
ral resolution on OLTC operations is explored by Lave et al. (2015)
and shows that sub 1-min resolution is required to model the dis-
tribution grid on account of voltage regulator time constants. The
use of a 1-min input overestimates tap operations by <10%, which
was likely inside modelling error margin, and is suggested to be an
acceptable frequency for rough estimations if no higher frequency
data are available. The rationale of this research is for cases where
high frequency irradiance data is unavailable and a synthetic esti-
mation is required.
1.3. Research objectives and paper structure
This paper presents a methodology advanced from previous
work by Bright et al. (2015) where a temporal-only, synthetic
irradiance generator was presented using readily available mean
hourly meteorological observation inputs to produce a 1 min
resolution irradiance time series—this previous model is referred
to as the Solar Irradiance Generator (SIG) and is spatially correlat-
ing as there is no variation in output between two locally situated
sites.The methodology presented in this paper aims to take those
same readily available observation data of okta (see Section 2.1),
wind speed, cloud height and atmospheric pressure; and produces
1 min resolution irradiance time series that vary on a spatial
dimension without the need of input irradiance data; it will be
referred to as the Spatially Decorrelating Solar Irradiance Genera-
tor (SDSIG), as the correlation between sites falls with distance.
The SDSIG is a spatio-temporal and synthetic time series gener-
ation methodology. It outputs spatially decorrelating, 1 min reso-
lution irradiance time series. The SDSIG is coupled to a PV and
distribution system simulator employed by the Solar Resource
Assessment & Forecasting Laboratory at the University of Califor-
nia, San Diego (UCSD). Not only will this demonstrate the interna-
tional utilisation potential of the SDSIG, it also allows a
geographically flexible tool that facilitates a grid impact analysis
to be carried out with the inputs of okta, wind speed, pressure,
cloud height, and grid schematics.
The key objectives of this paper are to (1) introduce and detail
the SDSIG methodology that generates spatially decorrelating irra-
diance time series, and (2) demonstrate the SDSIG’s application to
a distribution grid power flow simulation to assess the associated
grid impact of increased OLTC operations as influenced by residen-
tial PV penetration. These research aims are achieved through reca-
pitulating the SIG methodology and the introduction of the
mechanics behind the SDSIG in Section 2, the SDSIG is temporally
validated in Section 3 and the spatial correlation is illustrated in
Section 5. The grid impact study is detailed and discussed in Sec-
tion 6 before the work is concluded and future work ideas listed
in Section 7.1.
2. Spatio-temporal solar irradiance generation methodology
2.1. Summary of previous SIG model
The SIG demonstrated the success of taking mean hourly
weather observation data to generate synthetic 1-min temporal
resolution irradiance time series. The original methodology has
six distinct sections that will be summarised here and in Fig. 1;
for a more in-depth understanding of the methodology and equa-
tions used, the reader is encouraged to consult the methodology
paper (Bright et al., 2015). Firstly, two important definitions must
be introduced. An okta is the unit that gives magnitude to the
amount of cloud in the observable sky, reported in eighths. 0 okta
represents the complete absence of cloud, while 8 okta represent
total cloud cover; an additional value of 9 okta represents full cov-
erage due to fog or other meteorological phenomena. Cloud cover
fraction is derived from the okta value using the Met Office
descriptions and is represented from 0 to 10 out of 10.
1. Cloud samples production
A cloud sample is a binary row vector that represents the cloud
cover for a single hour. 1s and 0s signify minutes of sun
obscured or sun not-obscured respectively. 500 cloud samples
are produced for each value of cloud coverage fraction (0–10
out of 10) at each cloud movement speed (1–30 ms1). The
cloud sizes are defined following the single power-law relation-
ship of horizontal cloud size distributions defined by Wood and
Field (2011). An hour-long row vector is taken at random from a
larger row vector before its cloud cover is determined. The
sample is stored into the appropriate bins referenced by the
coverage and cloud speed.
2. Markov chain production
Using the method of Markov chains, the transition probability
matrices of hourly weather variables – okta, wind speed,
cloud height and pressure – are created using many years of
Fig. 1. Flow chart summarising the methodology. Green parallelograms represent
an input, blue rectangles represent a process, and the yellow parallelogram at the
bottom indicates the output. A red circle marker to the top right of a box highlights
where changes have been made to enhance the methodology to include a spatial
dimension. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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hour of observation data is analysed and stored in twenty dif-
ferent Markov transition probability matrices (MTM) for the
four variables of: okta (under both above and below average
pressure conditions and weighted diurnally), wind speed and
cloud height are each split four ways by season.
3. Stochastic selection of variables
A Markov chain process with the different MTMs is used to
stochastically produce a time series of weather variables for
every hour within the simulation. Pressure and time of day
are used to select the appropriate okta MTM. Cloud height
and wind speed is used to estimate the cloud speed. Okta and
cloud speed are then used to select the appropriate cloud sam-
ples from the bins. A 1-min resolution time series of binary
cloud cover is obtained.
4. Calculation of clear-sky indices
Observation analysis of the clear-sky index (kc) against okta
number found a very strong and well defined set of probability
distributions describing the prevalence of kc values at each
value of okta, this is further explored by Smith et al. (2017)
who incorporate the elevation angle making kc a function of
both okta and elevation angle (see Table A.1 in Appendix A).
Using the cloud cover time series and the corresponding okta
for each period of coverage, a kc is drawn from the appropriate
distribution for each moment. Gaussian noise simulating
fluctuations and smoothing for long periods of 0 and 8 okta
conditions are applied to create irradiance variability.
5. Calculation of theoretical clear-sky irradiance
Clear-sky irradiance values and their direct and diffuse compo-
nents are obtained using the HELIOSAT method (Hammer et al.,
2003), which considers the sun-earth geometries of the location
selected for simulation. The time series vector of kc values areapplied to the corresponding theoretical clear-sky irradiance
to obtain the GHI.
6. Calculation of incident irradiance
The horizontal direct and diffuse components are calculated
using the Müller and Trentmann (2010) method before being
translated onto an arbitrary plane of incline – flexible by both
orientation and pitch. The incident irradiance is calculated
using the Klucher (1979) method.
2.2. Spatio-temporal irradiance time series generation
This section will first summarise the methodology improve-
ments and advancements that led to the SDSIG before detailing
each change individually. Temporal validations are carried out
for three individual locations and a discussion and illustration of
the spatial correlation is made.
2.2.1. Summary of SDSIG model
The new methodology detailed here is summarised in Fig. 1.
Circles in the top right of each component of the flow chart indicate
where a development has been made on the previous methodol-
ogy. Each development will be detailed in this section. A new
method of representing the clouds is required to facilitate a spatial
dimension. The previous SIG used a one-dimensional matrix
approach. Adopting a matrix approach in two dimensions would
increase computational demand or reduce spatial accuracy as a
trade-off. Instead, a vectorised format is developed to create ‘‘cloud
samples”, which are 1 h spatial representations of the sky indicat-
ing the presence and locations of clouds (Section 2.2.2). Simulating
cloud motion using these cloud samples is detailed in Section 2.2.3.
The previous SIG methodology had a limited approach to the pro-
duction of kc using extraction of kc every 6 min and using only 4
distributions of kc by okta. kc production within the SDSIG has been
redeveloped and improved, as detailed in Section 2.2.4. These three
additions and developments facilitate the production of spatially
decorrelating irradiance time series.
The circle indicating changes to the inputs are simply the addi-
tion of user-defined inputs consisting of individual characteristics
for each location where an irradiance time series is desired. These
characteristics are the x; y, and z coordinates of the location as well
as the desired tilt and orientation angles of the plane of each PV
system. The simulation domain ranges from 1 to 1500 m for both
the x and y dimension, this resolution is selected to well represent
a typical residential feeder area while still being computationally
effective; 1500 m is not a theoretical limit to the methodology.
The z coordinate is the difference in metres away from the central
mean height above sea level provided for the baseline irradiance
calculations. This methodology has the ability to provide each loca-
tion with an individual height, panel tilt and orientation, which is
rarely employed by current approaches (Engerer and Mills, 2014).
The tilt (in degrees for the model input) can be any value, however
exceeding 90 will alter the orientation. The panel orientation
inputs accept the format 180 to 180, where 180 ¼ 180, both
representing north, 0 is directly south while 90 is east, 90 is
therefore west.
2.2.2. Cloud cover sample production
A cloud sample is an array of xc-yc-r values, where xc and yc are
Cartesian coordinates denoting the centres of each cloud and r are
the associated radii. A cloud sample is demonstrated in Fig. 2 as the
dashed box containing clouds. The production technique creates
500 different samples for each integer of cloud coverage fraction
(0–10 out of 10) and for each value of cloud speed (1–30 ms1),
these can then be selected as desired once the stochastic weather
time series is generated. The coordinates of each cloud’s centre
Table A.1
kc distribution parameters for each okta at different solar elevations. The columns from left to right detail: the type of observation, where auto means that the okta measurement
was automated, extrapolated indicates a calculated value; the okta value for the hour of observation; the elevation angle calculated using the Blanco-Muriel et al. (2001) method;
the type of PDF distribution referencing Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2); and the scale and shape parameters.where scale, shape1 and shape2 relate to a; c and k for the Burr distribution and
a; p and d for the generalised Gamma distribution respectively.
Obs. type Okta Elevation () Dist. type Scale Shape1 Shape2
auto 0 0 burr3 1.004255336 8.052092191 0.334129357
auto 0 10 burr3 1.050077073 30.01220485 0.157472184
auto 0 20 burr3 1.042700528 79.30702738 0.109783689
auto 0 40 burr3 1.041613605 90.44856240 0.114735689
auto 0 50 burr3 1.040348257 106.6777365 0.115167702
extrapolated 0 60 burr3 1.040521909 112.5163000 0.118202507
extrapolated 0 70 burr3 1.039559971 115.5973000 0.120648195
extrapolated 0 80 burr3 1.038727421 114.5183000 0.123093882
auto 1 0 burr3 0.867720611 5.957029683 0.461528066
auto 1 10 burr3 1.034635381 23.30982421 0.135960831
auto 1 20 burr3 1.054028048 45.77649839 0.086326021
auto 1 30 burr3 1.053426748 61.22887273 0.079636671
auto 1 40 burr3 1.048370781 68.68864970 0.080905594
auto 1 50 burr3 1.051091805 83.38138037 0.076478660
extrapolated 1 60 burr3 1.046876702 101.9297000 0.073768447
extrapolated 1 70 burr3 1.045490232 117.3217000 0.070941131
extrapolated 1 80 burr3 1.044103763 132.7137000 0.068113815
auto 2 0 burr3 0.772062039 4.956047790 0.602223618
auto 2 10 burr3 0.997637427 16.12370693 0.171203773
auto 2 20 burr3 1.042715447 33.04399206 0.099150179
auto 2 30 burr3 1.044202341 43.36090288 0.087526150
auto 2 40 burr3 1.039137747 44.65686053 0.094115982
auto 2 50 burr3 1.042453935 59.13488558 0.081633453
extrapolated 2 60 burr3 1.040665084 61.34531164 0.079116354
extrapolated 2 70 burr3 1.040080171 65.44531164 0.074520320
extrapolated 2 80 burr3 1.039495257 67.34531164 0.069924285
auto 3 0 burr3 0.757087430 4.719955631 0.599814980
auto 3 10 burr3 0.962886251 13.26425890 0.200494203
auto 3 20 burr3 1.020610812 24.55724953 0.125177010
auto 3 30 burr3 1.022096040 29.50479982 0.117465722
auto 3 40 burr3 1.016061077 35.57528316 0.108648429
auto 3 50 burr3 1.017760391 40.28732067 0.107029008
extrapolated 3 60 burr3 1.014303520 49.62322278 0.098764717
extrapolated 3 70 burr3 1.012135695 56.75800701 0.092438587
extrapolated 3 80 burr3 1.009967870 63.89279125 0.086112457
auto 4 0 gengamma 0.005480077 0.557400437 7.919701074
auto 4 10 gengamma 0.806798567 3.780633147 3.215699506
auto 4 20 gengamma 0.974592663 7.684412120 3.139798302
auto 4 30 gengamma 0.993042269 10.02624460 3.491953440
auto 4 40 gengamma 0.995177810 11.93575235 3.630871979
auto 4 50 gengamma 0.994027855 14.37955261 4.151900930
extrapolated 4 60 gengamma 1.004320429 17.65246097 4.235087789
extrapolated 4 70 gengamma 1.010364540 20.39297386 4.471435442
extrapolated 4 80 gengamma 1.016408652 23.13348674 4.707783094
auto 5 0 gengamma 0.002024238 0.491298962 8.157538816
auto 5 10 gengamma 0.664559633 2.792447091 3.430206866
auto 5 20 gengamma 0.892248369 5.438275550 3.231241189
auto 5 30 gengamma 0.945393148 7.635869694 3.313058175
auto 5 40 gengamma 0.931245632 8.260396607 3.653753416
auto 5 50 gengamma 0.935768143 9.660919904 3.887662670
extrapolated 5 60 gengamma 0.955266774 12.15815604 3.904411614
extrapolated 5 70 gengamma 0.966907955 13.99957168 4.038153998
extrapolated 5 80 gengamma 0.978549135 15.84098732 4.171896381
auto 6 0 gengamma 0.001677573 0.481989924 8.089286482
auto 6 10 gengamma 0.486147982 2.088140534 3.837157871
auto 6 20 gengamma 0.757850646 3.823759792 3.334064542
auto 6 30 gengamma 0.851623471 5.457121350 3.180219803
auto 6 40 gengamma 0.852367455 5.904250269 3.438878141
auto 6 50 gengamma 0.846455350 6.324495209 3.815566128
extrapolated 6 60 gengamma 0.844980637 8.242714566 3.539666331
extrapolated 6 70 gengamma 0.842396577 9.451120771 3.545829342
extrapolated 6 80 gengamma 0.839812516 10.65952698 3.551992353
auto 7 0 gengamma 0.004537068 0.484621732 4.421152054
auto 7 10 gengamma 0.433486322 1.799709961 2.240029318
auto 7 20 gengamma 0.614610937 2.627897221 2.025277836
auto 7 30 gengamma 0.703741809 3.469979894 2.067728901
auto 7 40 gengamma 0.730381459 4.012040212 2.193316054
auto 7 50 gengamma 0.744532927 4.489305108 2.186545792
(continued on next page)
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Table A.1 (continued)
Obs. type Okta Elevation () Dist. type Scale Shape1 Shape2
extrapolated 7 60 gengamma 0.767009849 5.564174719 2.160900930
extrapolated 7 70 gengamma 0.787405408 6.349960156 2.167008046
extrapolated 7 80 gengamma 0.807800967 7.135745593 2.173115163
auto 8 0 gengamma 0.000167928 0.360116297 5.355314757
auto 8 10 gengamma 0.097204818 1.010969390 3.442829280
auto 8 30 gengamma 0.201529223 1.331344298 2.956426748
auto 8 40 gengamma 0.266130988 1.553540024 2.833357620
auto 8 50 gengamma 0.256395382 1.541268725 2.897819486
extrapolated 8 60 gengamma 0.296218024 1.941970737 2.837260690
extrapolated 8 70 gengamma 0.323651103 2.180435021 2.807957059
extrapolated 8 80 gengamma 0.351084183 2.418899304 2.778653428
auto 9 0 gengamma 0.000342508 0.370450077 4.788361112
auto 9 10 gengamma 0.286555027 1.598964824 2.064839918
auto 9 20 gengamma 0.001227201 0.470980381 5.444603927
auto 9 30 gengamma 0.000303258 0.406115613 5.805599776
auto 9 40 gengamma 0.000559751 0.429564979 5.533348309
auto 9 50 gengamma 0.000815644 0.491761514 7.420808991
extrapolated 9 60 gengamma 0.000815644 0.491761514 7.420808991
extrapolated 9 70 gengamma 0.000815644 0.491761514 7.420808991
extrapolated 9 80 gengamma 0.000815644 0.491761514 7.420808991
(x',y')
Not obscured
by cloud
r
Spatial Domain Cloud Sample
Location Obscured by
cloud
Cloud
d
(xc ,yc)
i
Cloud centre
Y
X = 1.5 km Xc = 3600 u
u
Fig. 2. Visual demonstration of the methodology. The dashed box represents a cloud sample full of clouds with centre points (xc ; yc) and radii, r, that is travelling at speed u
across the spatial domain in solid blue containing the locations positioned at ((x0; y0) and indicated by crosses. The spatial domain has dimensions XY while the cloud sample
has dimensions XcY . The shade of the crosses indicates overlap by a cloud when darker. The clouds are represented by grey discs. The straight line distance from location
centre to cloud centre is denoted d, and the cloud sample moves at each time step, i, in the direction indicated by the arrow marked u. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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cover the simulation area for exactly one hour. The size of the
cloud sample is a function of the cloud speed, u, the temporal
resolution and the spatial resolution of the simulation. The size
of the area of sky is therefore a function of distance and time,
1:5 km-by-3600u, where 3600 is the number of seconds in an hour
and u the current cloud speed.
The process to generate a cloud sample is as follows:
1. Set target coverage value, Ct , within the range 0–10 0:5R,
where R is a random variate drawn from a uniform distribution
between 0 and 1, R  Uð0;1Þ. The reason for including R is that
the okta observations are rounded quantities. Using 0:5R cre-
ates a continuous variable. E.g. 4 okta = 50% coverage may actu-
ally represent the rounding of 54% coverage. R is redrawn with
each new Ct .
2. Randomly add a cloud centre point (xc; yc) into the domain
using a homogeneous spatial Poisson point process (Arias-
Castro et al., 2014), which selects a point within a mathematicalspace using a uniform random variable. The Poisson process is
computationally fast however the random placement may not
be representative of spatial cloud distributions, furthermore,
circular clouds do not represent the geometric diversity of
clouds presenting limitations of this method.
3. Extract a cloud radius, r, from the Wood and Field (2011) hori-
zontal cloud size distribution.
4. Compute the new coverage value, C. If ½C > ½Ct , restart the
cloud sample.
5. If C < Ct move to step 2, else move to step 6.
6. Store the cloud sample into a storage bin indexed by coverage
and cloud speed.
7. Repeat until all cloud sample bins of each Ct at each value of u
are full.
2.2.3. Cloud movement
The stochastic weather variable generation process creates a
time series of okta and cloud speed. The okta is converted to cloud
coverage using the recommended conversion provided by UKMO
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be selected. A cloud sample is extracted at random from the 500
samples within that bin. The simulation moves the selected cloud
sample across the spatial domain at each time-step. In order to
simulate the cloud direction, the location’s coordinates are rotated
about the cloud direction angle, h, using rotational matrices as
demonstrated in Eq. (1)
x0
y0
 
¼ cos h  sin h
sin h cos h
 
x
y
 
ð1Þ
where x and y denote the initial coordinates of the location within
the spatial domain, and x0 and y0 are the rotated coordinates by
angle h. The angle by which to rotate is determined using a nor-
mally distributed random walk, with standard deviation equal to
10 around the previous time-step’s cloud direction. 10 is arbitrar-
ily selected to allow for gradual changes in direction each hour,
which are considered to be important as it will affect the correlation
between two sites. The alternative is to fix a uniform cloud direc-
tion. The impact of the assumption is demonstrated in Section 5
and added to future work. Wind direction at typical measured
height of 10 m is not representative of the cloud motion direction,
which can have multiple layers travelling in different directions.
Methods exist to estimate cloud motion direction that require
sophisticated equipment (Wang et al., 2016; Chow et al., 2011),
however until a method is available that accurately represents the
cloud direction using simple and readily available inputs in order
to maintain the rationale of the work, a simple random walk
method is applied for simulations where cloud direction changes
with weather system (e.g. temperate climates) and a uniform direc-
tion can be selected for simulations with prevailing cloud directions
(e.g. equatorial).
Whilst the calculations are in a vectorised format, it is simplest
to visualise the spatial domain as a static rectangle with the loca-
tions of interest marked, this is then gradually overlapped by a sec-
ond rectangle containing the circular clouds; Fig. 2 visualises this
concept. At each time-step of the simulation, i, the straight line dis-
tance from each location’s centre situated within the spatial
domain, ðx0; y0Þ, to the centre of every cloud within the cloud sam-
ple, ðxc; ycÞ, is calculated and is denoted as d. Using d and each
cloud’s radius, r, it is determined if the location is covered by
cloud(s) or not. To do this, a logical IF statement is applied such that
r > di!Bi ¼ 1 else Bi ¼ 0 ð2Þ
where Bi is a Boolean matrix indicating the presence of cloud at the
ith time step; Bi ¼ 1 signifies cloud whereas no cloud is represented
by 0. The symbol ! denotes the use of a logical IF statement offer-
ing two outcomes. To ensure that clouds are not abruptly cut off
in-between cloud fields for situations where cloud centre points
are positioned close to the cloud field edge, three sequential cloud
samples (past, present and future) are logically queried at each time
step, as per Eq. (2). The iterative IF statement is repeated until the
current cloud sample has passed outside the spatial domain. At this
point the future sample begins to pass directly over the spatial
domain and therefore becomes the current cloud sample and a
new future cloud sample is selected. This prevents sudden disap-
pearance of cloud once an hour has ended. The outcomes of this
step are individual binary time series of cloud cover for each loca-
tion, which are spatially correlated with each other.
2.2.4. Clear-sky indices
Each cloud contained within a cloud sample is assigned an indi-
vidual kc. The cloud’s associated kc is applied to the entire area of
the disc. The value of each kc is derived from a distribution that
ranges from potential kc typical lows of 0.1 to typical highs of,
but not limited to, 1.2.Smith et al. (2017) provide the distributions of kc corresponding
to both okta number and solar elevation in the UK; the distributions
are detailed in the Table A.1 in Appendix A. The solar elevation angle
dependency of kc is hypothesised by Smith et al. (2017) to be a
result of larger attenuation within clouds due to the longer solar
path at low solar elevations. To extract a kc value for each cloud,
both the okta number and the solar elevation angle must be known
for that time-step of the simulation. The solar elevation angle is cal-
culated at each time-step following the algorithm defined by
Blanco-Muriel et al. (2001) and the lowest elevation angle existing
within that hour of simulation is taken as the reference with which
to select the appropriate kc distribution for use. One assumption is
that the kc distributions for okta hold accuracy when applied glob-
ally. A further assumption is that the method of producing B, which
assumes the sun is directly overhead, captures the coincidence of
clouded and clear periods between simulated locations regardless
of solar elevation angle, and that the influence of solar geometry
is limited to the different kc distributions.
It is acknowledged that different okta values will possess a myr-
iad of different cloud types around the world, some types more
prevalent than others depending on the climatic region. As is
shown later in Section 3, the irradiance magnitude frequencies that
are produced using these distributions suggest suitability for inter-
national use. The provided distributions are limited to elevation
angles <50 and so an extrapolation was made to determine kc dis-
tributions for elevation angles up to 80. This was carried out by
extrapolating the best fitting trend of both the shape and scale
parameters when plotted against elevation angle. The distributions
use a modified Burr and Gamma distribution, which are detailed in
Appendix A alongside the distribution parameters for each okta
and elevation angle. The parameters are shown in Table A.1. For
overlapping clouds, kc is found as the mean of the overlapping
clouds’ kc values. This is because overlapping discs within the
cloud samples are not necessarily representing more cloud as the
cloud samples are only statistical representations of cloud cover-
age. Taking the sum of kc at this point would lead to extreme val-
ues that do not appropriately fit the kc distributions derived from
observation data.
For each location within the simulation and at each time step, i,
a time series vector of kc values is created and denoted as k
i
c.
A further adjustment to the calculation of kc is the inclusion of
instances of cloud edge enhancement (CEE). CEE describes an event
whereby a point on the Earth’s surface receives a larger amount of
incident irradiance than is available in the theoretical clear-sky
irradiance. These events are attributed to additional irradiance
reflecting off the edge of a cloud or multiple clouds. The effect is
examined to a 1-s resolution by Lave et al. (2012) and simulated
in space by Pecenak et al. (2016). For application in a 1-min reso-
lution simulation, a simple approach is adopted. For the two min-
utes just before and two minutes just after a cloud, a stepwise
fractional increase is applied. The minutes directly before and after
a cloud are allowed a 5% R increase, where R  Uð0;1Þ, and the
minutes surrounding these a 2:5% R increase using the same
value of R for each CEE event. This implementation allows for the
presence of CEE without potentially overstating its impact by lim-
iting the increase at 5%. Calculating the clear-sky index of 1 min
GHI data from BADC (2013), and assuming that kc > 1 can be
attributed to CEE, increases of up to 50% have been observed at
high hz. 5% increases are typical under all okta values and at low
hz. For this reason, 5% increases are selected within the SDSIG.
The application of CEE is performed by stepping through the
Boolean matrix of cloud presence, B, and using a logical IF state-
ment that queries whether Bi undergoes a ramp on account of
cloud cover. Should Bi undergo a ramp, the equivalent time step
within kc is adjusted using the logical if statement as shown below
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kc for moments of 0 okta within the SIG were drawn from the kc dis-
tribution for an okta value of 0—a normal distribution of
Nð0:99;0:08Þ. The most significant deviation from using the UK
derived kc distributions for application in San Diego, CA USA, was
visibly fitting a new kc distribution for 0 okta moments. Using the
inbuilt Matlab distribution fitting tool (Matlab, 2015), the clear-
sky peak was found to fit a normal distribution of
Nð1:02394;0:04Þ. This adjustment is accredited to sensor offsets
and climatic regional differences.
Extended periods of completely clear or overcast skies do not
show much short-term variability (Skartveit and Olseth, 1992)
and so for long, consecutive periods of 0 or 8 okta, a smoothing
adjustment is made—periods of 8 okta lasting > 4 h or for periods
of 0 okta lasting > 3 h. A random number of intervals is selected
from 1 to 5 times the number of hours in the extended periods
of okta 0 or 8. The intervals are evenly spaced throughout the dura-
tion and kc values are drawn from the appropriate kc distribution.
The progression of kc between intervals is filled using an inbuilt
Matlab piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomial tech-
nique (pchip). The pchip is favourable to the next effective interpo-
lation technique called a smoothing spline as the spline method
has tendency to overshoot and oscillate if the data are not smooth
(Moler, 2010). The reason for including the smoothing is that the
cloud fields for 8 okta (overcast) contain many clouds in order to
cover all available space. Assigning a kc value from the distribu-
tions to each of these clouds results in large variability in irradi-
ance. Whilst this is perhaps representative of complex convective
cloud systems, it is not true of stable, consistent overcast condi-
tions such as stratus clouds. Without the smoothing there are
few periods of smooth irradiance during 8 okta periods which is
unlike real irradiance observations and results in an overestima-
tion of the variability index discussed in Section 3.
Multiple irradiance time series can now be produced for any
x-y-z location within the 1:5 km  3600u km spatial domain, each
with an individual orientation and tilt.3. Temporal validation
In order to demonstrate the SDSIG’s capabilities, three temporal
validations were carried out for (1) Cambourne, UK (2) Lerwick, UK,
and (3) University of California, San Diego (UCSD), USA. A temporal
validation does not consider the spatial correlation. A single syn-
thetic irradiance time series is compared against locally measured
GHI. For both UK sites, the GHI data are taken from theWorld Radi-
ation Monitoring Centre Baseline Surface Radiation Network
(WRMC-BSRN) (WRMC-BSRN, 2014) from station numbers 50 for
Cambourne and 51 for Lerwick. The GHI data for San Diego is taken
from the rooftop of the Engineering Building Unit II at UCSD (Lave
et al., 2012). For both UK sites, missing data points were ignored
and deemed not to significantly impact the distributions for
comparison.
All data processing was performed using the Matlab r2015b
(Matlab, 2015). Hourly weather observational data are taken from
the British Atmospheric Data Centre’s (BADC) Met Office Integrated
Data Archive System (MIDAS) (BADC, 2013) for the two UK sites,
and from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) Quality Controlled Local Climatological Data (QCLCD)
(NOAA, 2016) for the USA site. As monitoring stations are occasion-
ally taken off-line for repairs or upgrades for months at a time,
where possible, more than 10 years of meteorological data are
preferable to allow at least 10 years data for each variable thatrequires a MTM to be created. This facilitates the statistical captur-
ing of a typical meteorological year. 12 years of data are taken from
BADC and 11 years are taken from NOAA.
The NOAA data does not come in okta format, instead the cloud
is given a description at three separate levels as: Clear, 0/8; Few,
>0/8–2/8; Scattered, 3/8–4/8; Broken, 5/8–7/8; or Overcast, 8/8;
the fractions of 8 indicate the intended cloud cover derived from
the descriptions in okta. Where a range of okta can be inferred,
equal probabilities for each integer within the range are assigned.
As okta values are a discreet value from a continuous measure-
ment, they can realistically be considered 0:5 okta; for the
description of Few clouds, the value is allowed to achieve 0 okta
due to rounding, despite being >0.
Issues exist with multiple descriptions of cloud layers. An
example of a potential code for an hour of cloud cover from NOAA
is ‘‘FEW BRK OVC”, which details the cloud type across three sepa-
rate layers. In this instance, the description with greatest associ-
ated thickness of cloud is taken as the reference—OVC—and so an
a value of 8 okta would be assigned.
Four metrics are used to validate the temporal nature of the
model’s output: the variability index, the irradiance frequencies,
the ramp rates, and the 1-min clear sky index. They are denoted
as VI, IF, RR and KCI respectively and will be discussed in turn.
Comparisons are made between the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) profiles of both the synthetic and the observation data
made from one year of 1-min values of each metric. Furthermore,
the two–sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test was carried out
for each metric, for each day of the year; it serves as a goodness
of fit test between the simulated CDF profiles alongside the empir-
ical CDFs. The K–S test takes a subset of data and tests the hypoth-
esis that both subsets are from the same sample. In this case, the
K–S test is reported as a percentage of days that satisfy the hypoth-
esis at increasing confidences limits—a higher percentage indicates
a better performance. The subset of each K–S test consisted of data
from seven of the same day from 7 different years for both UK sites.
For example, seven modelled samples of the 1st January represent
one subset, and is compared against a subset made from seven
samples of the corresponding day from observational data. Only
two years of observation data are available for the San Diego vali-
dation, and so the K–S subset consists of only two days at best. This
is not seen as a problem as a smaller subset will be harder to val-
idate against. The K–S test results are displayed in Fig. 3 and com-
parative CDF profiles of the metrics in Fig. 4 with the correlation
coefficient denoted as R and calculated using Matlab’s 2-D correla-
tion coefficient function (MathWorks, 2016).
The RR are calculated every minute within the subset as the
fractional change in GHI from one time-step to the next. Fig. 4
show that the RR are captured well for all locations with the CDF
comparisons correlating at R ¼ 0:9982 to 0:9992, and using the
K–S test, 100% of days reject the null hypothesis that the modelled
and observed minutely datasets are not from the same dataset
with a confidence of 99% for both UK sites, whereas 98:64% of days
reject the null hypothesis at 99% confidence for San Diego. The
accuracy of capturing the daily RR for each day is of vital impor-
tance for suitability in grid impact studies and so this result gives
confidence for use of the SDSIG in year long grid impact studies.
The IF are calculated by binning each irradiance value of both
the synthetic and observation datasets to the nearest integer
before creating a frequency table of each daily subset. Binning is
necessary as the small subsets do not produce well defined PDFs
with irradiance values at 2 decimal places. The IF CDF profiles cor-
relate across all locations with R ¼ 0:99914 to 0:9996. The K–S test
result shows that Cambourne, Lerwick and San Diego have
97:53%;97:26% and 95:34% of days respectively that reject the
null hypothesis and pass the K–S test with a confidence limit of
99%. The K–S test for San Diego has the lowest percentage of suc-
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Fig. 3. Results of the K–S test for each of the three locations for the four metrics of variability index (VI), ramp rates (RR), irradiance frequency (IF) and the clear-sky index
(KCI). Percentage of successful days that pass the K–S test are shown by location for each metric at increasing K–S test confidence limits. Observation and modelled synthetic
data for each day of the year are subject to the test and the percentage indicates how many of these days passed the K–S test at the indicated confidence limit.
Fig. 4. Comparison of CDF profiles from 1-year of observation data (blue dashed line) and synthetic modelled data (red solid line) of the four metrics, from left column to
right: variability index, irradiance frequency, ramp rate occurrence and clear-sky index, at each location, from top row to bottom: Cambourne, Lerwick and San Diego. Each
CDF comparison has an individual 2-D correlation coefficient displayed inside the axes. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Geographical layout of the measurement stations at the NREL Oahu Solar
Measurement Grid (Sengupta and Andreas, 2010) on Department of Hawaiian
Homeland (DHHL) and Kalaeloa Airport (AP) property. The arrows indicate the
direction of prevailing wind.
Table 1
Station metadata from the NREL Oahu Radiation Monitoring Station (Sengupta and
Andreas, 2010) showing the height above sea level (zl), latitude (H) and longitude (U)
for each ID in Fig. 5.
ID zl (m) H () U ()
DHHL-1 8 21.31533 158.08700
DHHL-2 10 21.31451 158.08534
DHHL-3 9 21.31236 158.08463
DHHL-4 9 21.31303 158.08505
DHHL-5 10 21.31357 158.08424
DHHL-6 3 21.31179 158.08678
DHHL-7 9 21.31418 158.08685
DHHL-8 3 21.31034 158.08675
DHHL-9 5 21.31268 158.08688
DHHL-10 7 21.31183 158.08554
DHHL-11 7 21.31042 158.08530
AP-1 10 21.31276 158.08389
AP-3 10 21.31281 158.08163
AP-4 9 21.31141 158.07947
AP-5 7 21.30983 158.08249
AP-6 6 21.30812 158.07935
AP-7 11 21.31478 158.07785
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size availability for validation. To pass the K–S test using only
2 days of observation data requires similar sky conditions in both
the synthetic and observation data, e.g. comparing two cloudy days
against two clear days would fail the K–S test. The result for San
Diego still offers high confidence in the model’s ability to statisti-
cally recreate IF for as few as two days of simulation.
The VI can be thought of as the ratio of the ‘‘length” of the irra-
diance line normalised by the ‘‘length” of the clear sky irradiance
plotted against time (Stein et al., 2012). VI is a metric to describe
how variable the irradiance is over a time period. In this case,
the VI is calculated every minute and the K–S subset considers
all the 1 min VI values for each day of the year. The CDFs of a year
of VI correlate with R ¼ 0:9585 for Cambourne and 0:9815 for San
Diego; K–S tests show 97:81% and 99:18% for both locations
respectively with a 99% confidence. Lerwick sees VI correlation
at R ¼ 0:9083 yet a K–S result showing 100% of days rejecting
the null hypothesis with a 99% confidence. This indicates that
whilst the VI may be slightly higher than reality, it is still within
the confines of typical daily VI values. The largest discrepancy for
Lerwick and Cambourne is for a VI value of 1, which is under-
represented in the model. A VI of 1 is seen for a clear or an overcast
day. One of the assumptions within the cloud sample production
was that rounding the continuous coverage fraction to a discreet
okta value of 0 allows for clouds to be present up to <5% coverage;
this presence of clouds could prevent VI values equal to 1. The suc-
cess of the K–S test suggests that the discrepancy in the overall CDF
comparison is well distributed across the annual irradiance time
series so as not to influence the daily subsets with a high
confidence.
The KCI is calculated as kc ¼ G=Gcs where G is the global hori-
zontal irradiance and Gcs is the global clear sky irradiance, both
in Wm2. The KCI CDFs correlate highly for Cambourne, Lerwick
and San Diego with R ¼ 0:9977;0:9981 and 0:9974 respectively.
This is a demonstration of how using a Markov chain produces a
well represented distribution of okta and how the distributions
of kc weighted by both okta and elevation angle accurately create
real world distributions of kc. The K–S test results show that both
Lerwick and Cambourne have 100% successful days while San
Diego sees 96:44%, all with a 99% confidence limit. The lower score
for San Diego is suggestive that the kc distributions are not exact
for the desert climate, however they do offer good accuracy.4. Spatial validation for Oahu, Hawaii
In order to validate the spatial dimension of the SDSIG, a test
was carried out on global horizontal irradiance time series taken
from the Oahu Solar Measurement Grid shown in Fig. 5 as main-
tained by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
(Sengupta and Andreas, 2010).
The spatial validation irradiance time series were averaged
from 1 s to 1 min in adherence with the SDSIG outputs. The data
exists for 593 days from 18th March 2010 to October 31st 2011
inclusive. The input meteorological data for the SDSIG were taken
from the QCLCD archive (NOAA, 2016) for station location Kalaeloa
Airport, John Rodgers field, Kapolei, HI USA (ID:22551); the site is
at latitude 21.316, longitude 158.066 and 10 m above sea level.
The user defined input variables that detail each property in the
SDSIG are shown in Table 1. The straight line distance between
station pairs are calculated using the haversine formula using
H and U.
The SDSIG is first subject to a temporal validation against one of
the measurement sites selected at random, this is to demonstrate
the SDSIG’s suitability for creating statistically accurate irradiance
time series for Hawaii. Using the four metrics as before of VI, RR, IFand KCI, the correlation coefficient when comparing CDFs from
modelled and observed data are R ¼ 0:9825;0:9945;0:9990 and
0:9840, respectively. The VI metric correlates the least well for
Hawaii; the SDSIG does not produce many days of complete clear
sky for Hawaii that leads to VI = 0. Two possible explanations are
presented for this. The first is that the SDSIG outputs are represen-
tative of a typical meteorological year and the 593 days of observa-
tion data maybe had days of non-typical clear sky stability. The
second is that using only a single order Markov chain may not cap-
ture longer term weather characteristics that may prevail at the
Oahu site. The K–S test results on the metrics, calculated in the
same manner as in Section 3, found that 99:73%;100%;98:90%
and 90:96% days pass the test to a 99% confidence level, respec-
tively. The lower success rate for KCI is perhaps indicative of using
okta correlations from Smith et al. (2017), which are not com-
pletely accurate for all geographic and climatic regions.
The spatial correlation between every station-pair is calculated
over a time scale of 593 days. The correlation between GHI time
series of two sites is calculated as the two-sample correlation coef-
ficient (MathWorks, 2016). The correlation is plotted against the
straight line separation between pairs and shown in Fig. 6.
One assumption used for the validation was to fix the cloud
direction from a north-easterly of 60, as was used by both Arias-
Castro et al. (2014) and Hinkelman (2013).
Fig. 6. Correlation coefficients of individual station-pair w min GHI time series for
593 days plotted against the station-pair site separation. Every station-pair
combination of the 17 site from the Oahu Solar Measurement Grid is represented
as a symbol. Key: mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), root mean square error
(RMSE), correlation coefficient (R), and maximum observed error (max E).
Fig. 7. Instantaneous spatial correlation from the centre point at (0,0) to all other
points within the spatial domain. The top plot is the control simulation where no
variables were fixed whereas the bottom plot has the wind direction fixed from the
north (top of plot). The numbers indicate the correlation along the labelled contour.
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tion data. The mean absolute percentage error for the site-
separated, time-averaged correlation is 0:865%. The root mean
square error is 0:01. The correlation coefficient between the data
is R ¼ 0:9523.
Arias-Castro et al. (2014) studied 13 days of data and found
unique correlation patterns in along and cross wind station pairs.
For these 13 days, the cloud motion direction was near-constant
around 60. The cloud direction over 593 days is variable and dif-
ferent cloud layers were prevalent in satellite images. One limita-
tion within the SDSIG is that there is no empirically derived
method of including cloud motion direction. Using a cloud motion
direction of 60, the correlation can be seen to curve away from the
observation data with increasing site separation. This is expected
to be caused by fixed along and cross wind station pairs in the
SDSIG, yet the along and cross wind pairs change with cloud direc-
tion within the observation data. Spatial correlation is sensitive to
cloud motion direction and will be discussed further in Section 5.5. Illustration of instantaneous spatial correlation
Four simulations are run to explore the instantaneous spatial
correlation. (1) Running the SDSIG with no influencing or weight-
ing of any variable is labelled the ‘‘Control” scenario, it represents
normal operation of the SDSIG. (2) The ‘‘Prevailing” scenario has
only the cloud motion direction fixed from the same location
(North) to represent constant along and cross wind directions.
(3) Fixing only the cloud coverage, and (4) fixing the cloud speed
with constant coverage and cloud motion direction.
The instantaneous spatial correlation is calculated by compar-
ing a reference point located within the spatial domain to all other
points in the spatial domain at the same time step and querying
the sun-obscured state, found in B. There only exist two states of
cloudiness: obscured by cloud or not obscured by cloud. When a
location in the grid shares the same state of cloudiness as the ref-
erence state, the instantaneous correlation is assigned as 1, other-
wise an anti-correlation of 1 is assigned for opposing states.
Taking the mean of these instantaneous correlations over a time
period finds the overall instantaneous correlation of all locations
to the reference point over that time scale. This is achieved by
adopting a systematic grid/mesh approach and testing each point
individually against the reference.
Fig. 7 shows how the instantaneous spatial correlation mani-
fests across a time period of a year. The reference point is selectedas the central most point within the spatial domain at (0;0). The
prevailing wind scenario over a year shows less decorrelation with
distance from the reference point as well as a tendency for aniso-
tropy. The control scenario is more isotropic. Further assessment
was carried out by relocating the reference point to the north-
western most point within the spatial domain at (750;750) so
that the decorrelation over a longer distance can be examined. This
can be seen in Fig. 8 where the top plot demonstrates how instan-
taneous correlation in both the x and y directions change with dis-
tance for both scenarios. Decorrelation is observed for both
scenarios, however the prevailing scenario in the along direction
undergoes less decorrelation while the control and prevailing
along direction follow a similar, more decorrelated trajectory.
The control x and y directions were very similar and so only the
mean is shown.
Fig. 7 shows that a prevailing wind scenario within the model
captures the anisotropic tendency, which is also discussed by
Arias-Castro et al. (2014) and Lonij et al. (2013), it also demon-
strated by Lave and Kleissl (2013) and measured by Hinkelman
(2013). This anisotropy is further shown in the bottom plot of
Fig. 8 where the instantaneous correlation differences in the x
and y are plotted against distance from the reference point within
the spatial domain. For the control scenario, a steady fluctuation
around a instantaneous correlation difference of 0 is observed.
With a perfect distribution of cloud movement direction, the con-
trol sample becomes more circular. Throughout a year’s simula-
tion, however, the cloud motion direction is not entirely uniform
as is shown in Fig. 10 where the control simulation’s hourly cloud
motion direction for the year is shown on a wind rose. Clouds
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Fig. 8. Line plot of the instantaneous correlation from the centre point to the edge
of the spatial domain for the control scenario (blue dashed line) and the prevailing
wind scenario (red solid or dotted line). Top: mean instantaneous correlation over
the domain for the mean of X and Y directions in the control scenario and the
individual along and cross wind profiles for the prevailing scenario. Bottom:
difference in instantaneous correlation between the individual X and Y directions
for both the control and prevailing scenarios. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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due to the nature of the random walk method applied. The random
walk method does not produce a uniform distribution as it does
not facilitate large changes in cloud direction between hours. The
output is random and arbitrary as it is not weighted or biased,
however it is limited in step size in order to reproduce gradual
change. In this particular simulation, by chance, the random walk
remained for longer approaching from a northerly direction,
because of this a greater instantaneous correlation is observed in
the y-axis, which explains the falling trend in correlation difference
over distance. The difference in cross wind and along wind correla-
tion for the prevailing wind scenario sees a steady increase with
distance as the decorrelation in the along wind direction plateaus
at 0:6 while the cross wind continues decorrelating. The expecta-
tion is that with increasing distance from the reference point and
when the instantaneous spatial correlation is no longer influenced
by the size of cloud and cloud motion direction, the instantaneous
correlation will become a function of C for as long as both points
share the same C; Lonij et al. (2013) also observe correlation
change in along and cross wind directions and see a separation
up until 10 km. Anisotropy was observed to be more defined over
sampling periods of a day to a month, however there was small
change when observing 6 month to a year’s correlation. Shortersampling periods are more prone to a prevailing wind scenario
and so will favour anisotropy. With a longer sampling period, the
SDSIG will offer a more evenly distributed cloud motion direction.
Fig. 9 shows how the instantaneous correlation from the centre
point to the edge of the domain is influenced by fixing the cloud
coverage or the cloud speed. Separate simulations were performed
for each plot. The scenario for the left plot of Fig. 9 was the same as
the control scenario conditions with exception of the cloud cover-
age, which was incrementally increased and fixed for the year. It
can be observed that for both fully overcast and fully clear scenar-
ios, the instantaneous correlation is > 0:95 for the entire length of
the spatial domain. This is expected as constant obscured or not
obscured skies experience very few ramp occurrences. Ramp
occurrences do occur for some hours of fully clear or overcast
sky as the cloud samples are produced by assigning a discreet value
of C through rounding the continuous data allowing C ¼ Ct  0:5.
More significant is the rapid drop in instantaneous correlation for
40 to 60% cloud cover scenarios, which undergo a steep decline
from 1 to 0:25 over 750 m. Cloud coverage constants of 20% and
80% share a similar instantaneous correlation regression to each
other, dropping< 0:5 over 750 m. The okta frequency during a year
long simulation for all three study sites is dominated by cloud cov-
erage events of 0% and 100%with probability densities of 14% and
21% respectively, where 9% is the evenly distributed probability.
This dominance is why the annual instantaneous correlation over
the domain only falls to 0:6 and not to the lower values shown
by other coverage scenarios. Sites that have a higher correlation
will suffer from synchronised ramping events, which are of high
concern for DNOs. The frequency of ramp rates is also of impor-
tance; the highest correlating state of a coverage equal to 0% does
not present as large an issue as the scattered cloud states, as the
frequency of ramps is much lower. The more decorrelated an area
the less synchronised the ramps. What is evident from Figs. 6–8 is
that to achieve favourable, decorrelated conditions, the separation
between locations must be maximised.
The simulation conditions for the right plot of Fig. 9 had the
cloud coverage set to C ¼ 5 and the cloud direction fixed at
approaching from the north as with the prevailing scenarios. The
plot shows how fixing the speed of the cloud influences instanta-
neous correlation over the spatial domain. The cross wind direc-
tions in both east and west were similar if not the same and so
only the mean of both is shown. The along direction is the mean
of the correlations in both the north and south directions; the
upwind correlation showed slightly more decorrelation at all cloud
speeds for unknown reasons. Cloud speeds of u ¼ 1;10 and
30 ms1 are shown to represent the upper and lower limits of
the cloud speed range as well as the mode. In the control scenario,
the probability of occurrence for a cloud motion of 	25 ms1 is

0.0114%, speeds between 1 and 10 ms1 dominate the simulation
cloud speed frequency. The instantaneous spatial correlation
increases with u; analysis intervals were 5 ms1. As C;u and cloud
direction are fixed for each simulation, the variation in correlation
must be independent of these variables. One possibility is the influ-
ence of cloud size. By nature of the cloud sample production tech-
nique, larger clouds are more prevalent at higher wind speeds as
adding a large cloud to the lower coverage values causes
½C > ½Ct  and the cloud sample must be reset. This is intuitive as
a large cloud cannot exist in a near cloudless environment. At
higher Ct , as more clouds are required to fill the cloud sample, it
causes long overlaps that effectively increase the cloud size. This
is further explained by Arias-Castro et al. (2014), who demon-
strated that if two locations are covered by the same cloud, the
instantaneous correlation will be higher and therefore larger
clouds offer greater correlation. There is increasing convergence
in the instantaneous correlation with increasing u in both the along
and cross wind directions. The cause of this is suspected to be that,
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shading of the same cloud for as many time steps as with low cloud
speeds. This means that the instantaneous correlation becomes
more a function of C than the direction or u. This is further
explained in a study by Munkhammar et al. (2017) who note that
the instantaneous correlations are not dependent on the cloud
speed.6. Application in a grid impact assessment study
6.1. Overview of the power flow study
In order to show the advantages of using synthetic irradiance
time series that are unique for each PV system, a comparison studyis conducted by simulating steady-state power flow on distribution
systems.
In the first scenario, spatially decorrelating and temporally
unique synthetic irradiance time series from the SDSIG are
assigned for each available PV system in the distribution system.
In the second scenario, a single irradiance time series randomly
selected from the SDSIG is used for all available PV systems, and
so is a correlating irradiance time series for all sites. The simula-
tions are done as individual daily simulations for a complete year
(365 days) of data and for varying solar PV penetration levels.
Power flow simulations are conducted using OpenDSS (Institute,
2008), an open source electric power distribution system
simulator.
6.2. Test circuit and data sources
The IEEE 8500-node test circuit is chosen to build the distribu-
tion system as it is publicly available, well-documented and
well-tested. This circuit is a radial distribution feeder with multiple
feeder regulators and capacitors (Arritt and Dugan, 2010); it
resembles a large network with many common power system
elements found in a residential distribution feeder. The longest
distance from the substation is approximately 17 km and the
circuit has a peak load of approximately 10.7 MW.
The PV generation is assumed to be rooftop systems distributed
in the test circuit. Each PV system is installed to the secondary side
of the service transformer adjacent to the respective load point.
Each system is specified to have a capacity equal to the peak
demand of that load point and their tilt angles are kept at 20
and their azimuth angles are kept at 180. Each PV system is cou-
pled with an inverter that has an efficiency of 0.95 and operates at
unity power factor. The inverters are sized to match the PV system
nameplate capacity at the location. The resulting AC power profiles
are directly fed into OpenDSS using its ”LoadShape” object.
PV systems are sited among randomly chosen load points of the
circuit until a desired PV penetration is reached. As the PV penetra-
tion level in the distribution system is increased, already existing
PV systems are kept fixed and new systems are added in a similar
random fashion until the desired PV penetration is reached again.
PV penetration ðPVPÞ definition used in this study is as follows:
PVP ¼
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Fig. 11. Number of tap operations over a day for a complete year (365 days) of
simulation under varying PV penetration level in the IEEE8500 node distribution
system (0%, 25%, 50% and 75%). Red colour (left-side of each bracket) represents
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tion system, N is the total number of load points in the circuit and
Pload and PPV indicate peak rated power of load points and PV sys-
tems, respectively. PVP levels used in this study are 0%, 25%, 50%
and 75%. Higher PVP simulations are not considered as voltage reg-
ulation using tap changers alone cannot maintain the voltage tar-
gets in the distribution system during high solar and low demand
periods on certain simulation days.
Simulations are carried out using 1-min resolution demand and
solar generation data. Generic demand profiles for residential
buildings in San Diego are imported from the dataset provided
by Open Energy Information (OpenEI, 2014). The synthetic irradi-
ance time series are generated using the SDSIG. The PV system
power outputs are computed using a power conversion model for
distributed PV systems presented in Jamaly et al. (2013).the power flow scenario using the single correlated time series data across the
distribution system and green colour (right-side of each bracket) represents the
scenario using the spatially decorrelated and temporally unique synthetic GHI time
series. Blue colour represents the No PV case. The black horizontal bar indicates the
median. The thick vertical lines show the upper and lower quartiles. Thin vertical
lines extend between maximum and minimum values excluding the outliers. The
outliers are shown as circles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)6.3. Grid impact metric and results
Voltage in a distribution system fluctuates due to local varia-
tions in real power or reactive power injections and/or absorptions
due to changes in power supply and demand. In the scenarios con-
sidered in this study, voltage fluctuations are either caused by loca-
tion variations in real power injections by solar PV, or real power
absorptions by local demand. The sensitivity of both data sets to
the distributed solar PV generation impacts are determined by
computing the increase in the number of OLTC operations required
to maintain the voltage within pre-defined limits of the test circuit.
The voltage regulation decisions for the simulations are output
by the ‘‘RegControl” object defined in OpenDSS. The target voltage
and bandwidth definitions of the voltage regulators are kept the
same as in the original test circuit. To the authors’ knowledge,
there is no consensus metric to compare grid impacts. The number
of OLTC operations is a widely used Yan et al. (2014), Lave et al.
(2015), Nguyen et al. (2016) and relevant metric and therefore
used to demonstrate the impact upon the distribution grid. In each
power flow scenario, the accumulated depth of required OLTC
operations at all voltage regulators are recorded for day-long
simulations.
The resulting values are given in Fig. 11 for a year of simulations
for varying PV penetration levels. No PV case has a median depth of
tap operations of 187 per day, 4 outliers and a maximum of 354 per
day. The power flow scenario using the single correlated time ser-
ies data is named herein as the red case and the scenario using the
spatially decorrelated and temporally unique synthetic GHI time
series is named as the green case following the colour choice in
Fig. 11. The results for all PVP levels are as follows: For 25% PVP
simulations, red case has 18 outliers with a maximum of 477 per
day, green case has 9 outliers with a maximum of 365 per day;
for 50% PVP simulations, red case has 17 outliers with a maximum
of 827 per day, green case has 18 outliers with a maximum of 535
per day; for 75% PVP simulations, red case has 15 outliers with a
maximum of 1249 per day, green case has 17 outliers with a max-
imum of 697 per day. Red cases have a median that is higher than
green cases with increasing PV penetration by 10, 49 and 93 per
day, respectively.
For both the uniform and decorrelated irradiance time series,
tap operations increase with PV penetration, as expected. However,
the magnitude and frequency of severe tap changing events are ris-
ing significantly faster in the simulations using the single GHI time
series. In very high PV penetration cases such as a distribution sys-
tem with 75% PV penetration, using the single GHI time series data
set results in cases where voltage regulators change taps up to an
accumulated depth of 1249 compared to an accumulated depth of
697 in the simulation using the spatially and temporally unique
synthetic GHI time series. Such extreme results would require veryconservative PV impact mitigation measures for the distribution
system in question.7. Conclusions and future work
7.1. Conclusions
This paper presented the SDSIG methodology that successfully
generates spatially decorrelating irradiance time series from mean
hourly weather observation data that validate temporally at four
locations across two continents and climates: Lerwick, UK; Cam-
bourne, UK; San Diego, CA USA; and Oahu, Hi USA.
A temporal validation was carried out using four metrics com-
paring the correlation between CDF observation data and the syn-
thetic model output data. The K–S test using increasing confidence
limits from 90% to 99% is also carried out on daily subsets contain-
ing 1-min resolution irradiance data comparing the goodness of fit
of each metric. The metrics are the variability index, ramp rate size,
irradiance frequency and the clear sky index. Each metric passed
the K–S test with 99% confidence limit with minimum success of
90:96% and average score of 95:99%. The CDF correlations for all
metrics correlated with a minimum of R ¼ 0:90832 and mean of
R ¼ 0:98721.
A spatial validation was carried out by calculating the correla-
tion coefficient of 593 day long GHI time series between every
station-pair combination of 17 irradiance measurement devices
from NREL’s Oahu Solar Measurement Grid. This was compared
to the SDSIG outputs subject to the same testing. The mean abso-
lute percentage error was 0:8648% and the correlation coefficient
was R ¼ 0:95523.
The model demonstrates the instantaneous spatial decorrela-
tion of the output time series. The instantaneous correlation is
shown to behave anisotropically with a fixed cloud motion direc-
tion. Spatial decorrelation is shown to become more isotropic with
a more evenly distributed cloud motion direction. With the analy-
sis time scale at 1-year, the minimum instantaneous correlation
observed across 1:5 km separation was 0:52 for both prevailing
and control scenarios. The most noticeable decorrelation caused
by cloud cover conditions is under scenarios of 40% to 60% cloud
cover, whereas the least decorrelation is for 0% and 100% cloud
cover. Increasing cloud movement speed is shown to increase both
the along and across wind instantaneous correlation with distance,
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size with higher u and Ct in the cloud sample production. Further-
more, there is increasing instantaneous correlation convergence
with increasing u. This is suspected to be due to clouds passing
too quickly to be captured in detail in a 1-min resolution study,
resulting in instantaneous correlation becoming a function of C.
From the application into the power flow study, it was shown
that the magnitude and frequency of severe tap changing events
are significantly higher in the simulations using a single GHI time
series when compared to assigning individually correlating GHI
time series to each location. Using a single GHI time series for PV
penetration scenarios of 25%, 50% and 75% showed an increase in
the tap operation depth which have a median that is higher by
10, 49, and 93 per day with increasing PV penetration respectively
than scenarios using spatially decorrelating and temporally unique
GHI time series. The spatially decorrelating and temporally unique
synthetic GHI time series would allow the grid operator to deter-
mine more realistic PV mitigation measure estimates and would
avoid over-investments in voltage regulation equipments.
The solar resource model has other possible applications and a
freely downloadable example of the model will be provided in the
hope that researchers will adopt and adapt it for their own pur-
poses (Bright et al., 2016).
7.2. Future work
There are certain aspects of the methodology that could be
improved with further substantial research, they are detailed here.
Whilst this work has demonstrated geographic flexibility by
validating in desert, island and temperate climates, there is more
that can be done to allow for geographic flexibility as a function
of just longitude or latitude. Analysis of clear-sky index distribu-
tion with cloud cover for different climatic regions following the
example by Smith et al. (2017) would be of interest as well as
the inclusion of long time scale fluctuations such as seasons, as is
shown by Perez and Fthenakis (2015).
The CEE could be applied as a function of space as opposed to
time. As the temporal resolution is increased, it will become more
poignant to explore the CEE spatial influence and include it within
the model. Further research into the probability of occurrence and
magnitudes of CEE would also better help guide their inclusion in
the SDSIG.
Analysis of the minimum cut-off duration for both 0 and 8 okta
smoothing periods would benefit this methodology. The use of
>3 h for 0 okta within the SDSIG is a conservative estimation and
is potentially as low as 30 min, this would reduce the VI in the
SDSIG and potentially improve the temporal validation.
Shading due to terrain topography, such as significant blocking
mountainous landscapes, would be an interesting inclusion to the
SDSIG. Currently, only the topographical height is utilised for the
Blanco-Muriel et al. (2001) sun-Earth calculations. Geographic
areas of significant height differences would change the irradiance
availability at certain times. It is noted that this would only
improve accuracy of periods with lower irradiance, however total
harmonic distortion is reportedly at its highest during power out-
puts that are below 20–25% of the rated capacity (Du et al., 2013;
Fekete et al., 2012). The EN 50160 states that harmonics up to the
40th harmonic must remain within 8% of their nominal value and
so it is possibly a useful and interesting improvement to the SDSIG.
Wind direction at measured height is not representative of the
motion of clouds, which can have multiple layers travelling in dif-
ferent directions. To maintain the rationale of the work of using
simple and readily available inputs, methods to determine the
cloud direction such as Wang et al. (2016, 2011) require sophisti-
cated equipment and so are not suitable in this study. Methods
or statistics that could be simply employed to estimate realisticcloud direction and general cloud motion would be an imperative
inclusion. Current work at Leeds is examining this and has prelim-
inarily shown positive correlation between ground based wind
speed measurements and the calculated cloud speed based of tri-
angulated pyranometer GHI data.
Perhaps most noticeable with Lerwick, UK, longer term cloud
cover patterns are more prevalent. The weather systems that cross
Scotland can be many days long, and so using a single order Mar-
kov chain process offers a limitation in that, currently, only the
cloud cover of a single previous hour is considered within the
stochastic element. Increasing the Markov chain power order could
potentially capture weather patterns better. Furthermore, it would
be interesting to see analysis of the variability index in the same
way the okta is studied, this may enable it to be applied using a
Markov chain process and may help to identify any statistical sig-
nificances that may better guide the cloud cover time series.
Transition to 1-s resolution is possible with this methodology.
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Appendix A. Clear-sky distributions
Smith et al. (2017) details the distribution probability density
functions (PDFs) for both the Burr and Gamma distributions (see
Table A.1).
The PDF of the Burr (type III) distribution
f ðxÞ ¼ ck
a
x
a
 c1
1þ x
a
 c k1
ðA:1Þ
where c and k are positive shape parameters and a is a positive scale
parameter.
The generalised gamma is a superset of several common distri-
butions used in mathematics and engineering, and includes the
gamma, exponential, Weibull, chi-squared, normal and lognormal
distributions as special or limiting cases. The PDF is given by
f ðxÞ ¼ px
d1 expððx=aÞpÞ
adCðd=pÞ ðA:2Þ
where a is the scale parameter, p and d are shape parameters. CðÞ is
the gamma function that generalises factorials to all real numbers.
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